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[image: Speaker with microphone smiles at other attendees]MSiA Program Gets a New Name
Director Diego Klabjan shares the reasons for renaming the MSiA program the Master of Science in Machine Learning and Data Science programRead more


[image: Deepak Jose]Analytics Exchange Spotlights Data Product Management
The 2023 Analytics Exchange brought expert insight to Chicago.Read more


[image: MSiA tries to prevent bias]Combating Bias and Planning for Fairness
MLDS introduces curricular initiatives to combat bias and plan for privacy and fairness in data science. Read more


[image: Industry connections]Collaborate with MLDS
Internships, guest lecturers, industry workshops, and practicum and capstone projects connect our students with industry leaders. Read more



About the Program
Leverage and Apply the Full Value of Data

Northwestern’s Master of Science in Machine Learning and Data Science (MLDS) program provides data scientists with a technical background in machine learning and artificial intelligence, complemented by the soft skills required to ethically lead. Our graduates are prepared to guide teams, organizations, and society into a future where privacy, equity, and autonomy will be at the forefront of decision-making.
 
Our students arrive with a variety of backgrounds and learn from world-class faculty in a cohort model, through coursework designed exclusively for the program. Students apply their education to business problems that require creative thinking and novel solutions, provided by a diverse portfolio of industry partners.

Learn more:
	About the program
	Student research blog
	View the curriculum




Request InfoApply Now
Quick Facts
The basics at-a-glance
Degree earned: Master of Science in Machine Learning and Data Science
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Location
Northwestern University's Evanston campus

Easy access to Chicago’s varied industries

Summer internships across the country
	[image: ]
Timing
Complete the full-time program in 15 months including required summer internship 

Classes held weekdays and begin in September
See program overview
	[image: ]
Class Size
Cohort of ~55 studentsSee student body profile
	[image: ]
Admissions
Scholarship priority deadline:
December 1

Final deadline:
January 15

Admission decisions:
Mid-March

Application opens September 1
Apply now


The MSiA* program is constantly refining itself by changing and adjusting and adapting the curriculum to industry trends. It is a really cutting-edge program, in that you're learning some of the most recent trends and techniques that are out there, and it's really exciting.
Jeff ParkerMSiA ’17 *newly renamed MS in Machine Learning and Data Science
Lead Data Scientist at Qualtrics



The MSiA* program not only provides the skills industries require but also teaches students how to learn continuously and seek out additional resources to develop a solution.
Andrew FoxMSiA ’14 *newly renamed MS in Machine Learning and Data Science
Principal at Opex Analytics



I visited quite a few schools, but the Master of Science in Analytics* program was by far the most appealing because of its great reputation, its small class size, the curriculum's mix of mathematics, programming, and the business skill set needed.
Kelsey DeMottMSiA ’16 *newly renamed MS in Machine Learning and Data Science
Data Scientist at Spotify



The Master of Science in Analytics* program is very much an applied and team-based program, and that really helps prepare students because that's what the real world is like.
Eric LundquistMSiA ’16 *newly renamed MS in Machine Learning and Data Science
Senior Data Scientist at Formation






Why Northwestern?
Unique program features
While many programs focus on just one aspect of analytics like modeling or data mining, our program provides students with a rigorous course of study in all three areas of analytics: predictive (forecasting), descriptive (business intelligence and data mining), and prescriptive (optimization and simulation).

Each course in the program builds upon previous courses and is complemented by case studies, team projects, and guest speakers from industry, ensuring an academic experience that’s grounded in business reality. This holistic approach prepares graduates to solve data-centric, complex business challenges through the lens of experience.
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Comprehensive Curriculum
Deep dive into our comprehensive and applied curriculum. Learn to properly communicate findings to drive business success.

Master techniques to integrate data engineering and data science, design innovative and creative analytics solutions, develop and deploy artificial intelligence solutions, and lead analytics teams and projects.

Explore the curriculum[image: Immersive learning]
Immersive Learning
Learn from fellow students who bring a variety of practical experiences and the passion to move beyond the surface in curriculum projects.

Broaden your perspective through lectures from industry leaders, our quarterly seminar series, and our annual data conference. 

Benefit from world-renowned faculty and a full-time program staff including a research facilitator and a systems administrator.

Meet our faculty[image: Hands-on Experience]
Hands-on Experience
Immerse yourself in data from industry and learn techniques to move beyond finding simple solutions to answering the real problem clients need to solve.

Discover how to prepare, use and present data through hands-on projects including the practicum and capstone, and internship experiences.

Participate in hackathons and poster sessions to test and apply the knowledge you’re gaining.

See industry involvement[image: Career outcomes]
Career Outcomes
Network through our exclusive student/industry events, site visits, guest lecturers, our alumni network, and our industry advisory board.

Since the program’s inception, 100 percent of graduates have received a job offer within three months of graduation.

View alumni placements
Partner with our Program
Work with future industry leaders to translate your complex data sets into meaningful information

You provide the projects and datasets for our students to hone their skills while working under our faculty’s guidance, and your business will benefit from creative insights that can solve your toughest challenges.

Learn more

Inside our Program

[image: MSiA Name Change]
MSiA Program Gets a New Name
Director Diego Klabjan shares the reasons for renaming the MSiA program the Master of Science in Machine Learning and Data Science program
Read More
	A Course in Becoming Indispensable
Joel Shapiro sees his MLDS course as a proving ground for data scientists who want to boost their level of influence with their companies and use information to spark change.


	Helping MLDS Continue to Evolve
Yuri Balasanov discusses his new role as deputy director and what excites him about enhancing the MLDS program during a transformational time for machine learning.


	Mission: Mars
Michael Fedell applies what he learned in the MSiA program to NASA’s goal of bringing humans to the red planet.


	Machine Learning Adventures After MLDS
Recent graduate Xueqing (Shirley) Wang shares what appealed to her about MLDS and how it prepared her for life after graduation.




See All Stories
	TueApr 09
Constant Stepsize Stochastic Methods in Min-Max and Variational Inequality Problems
	TueApr 09
Constant Stepsize Stochastic Methods in Min-Max and Variational Inequality Problems
	ThuApr 11
The Art of Seeing Infrastructure: An Interactive Walking Tour with Deb Chachra
	ThuApr 11
How Infrastructure Works: A Public Lecture with Deb Chachra


See All Events

    				
            		    
					
					
Discover Our Whole-Brain Engineering Philosophy
We augment the analytical core of engineering with design, entrepreneurship, leadership, personal development, and unusual collaborations to imagine what's next and take the world in a whole new direction.

Learn More
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Request Your Program
    									
    									
									 & Application Guide
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 Full-time
            											
													
 Part-time
            											
													

The first name field is requiredThe last name field is requiredA valid email address is requiredPlease choose part-time | full-time option (or both).
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